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How to salvage business after lockdown, know
astrological measures

How  to  salvage  business  after  lockdown,  know  astrological  measures  -
लॉकडाउन  के  बाद  कैसे  उबार  ापार,  जानए  ोतषीय  उपाय

After all the havoc around the corona virus, now slowly the lock down is also
opening. The government has given permission to the merchants belonging to
different businesses to resume their business with special rules. We have to
take care of  ourselves and all  the people keeping in mind the precautions
related to corona virus. Also, for the country and its economic progress, again
with the same energy and enthusiasm, business and our daily work will have to
be focused. Best Astrologer in Delhi NCR, Astrologer Acharya V Shastri is Top Famous Astrologer

in Delhi NCR,

After the lock-down, a question is coming in everyone's mind is that how to
make the business stand again? For this, along with our courage, hard work and
understanding, some special astrological measures should also be taken which
will save us from the negative energies of this period. It is very important to
have money for the upbringing and happiness of the family. But if there is any
obstacle in business or career due to this, then it becomes a cause of trouble. In
such a situation, there is a confusion in the mind as to what to do and what not
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to do.  So let  us know some astrological  measures which will  eliminate the
negative energy associated with your business.

Remedies for shop, office, workplace etc.

To destroy the negative energy effect, cut five lemons with a handful of black
pepper  and yellow mustard on Sunday,  keep them in  your  shop,  office  or
wherever you are at work and the next day, cover these things and leave them
in a deserted place. Go to the place and keep it. If any kind of negative current
is damaging your business, then it will end. 

In order to progress in your work, install a monosyllabic that is, coconut with the
same mouth in your office worship house and worship it daily.

Take care of north direction

North direction is considered to be Kubera, the god of wealth. Due to faults in
this direction,  there is an economic loss in business.  Put a picture of green
parrot on the wall of north direction, this will increase business.

Astrology tips and remedies for success

Take a yellow cloth to a temple on Thursday of Shukla Paksha and take away
the unwanted grass chaff grown around the temple's Shyama Tulsi with that
yellow cloth and keep it in the office at the place of worship.

To maintain smooth flow of money: Contact for marriage, career, love, health and other

issues,

On Friday, distribute Prasad of jaggery gram in the temple of Lakshmi Narayan.

Feed dogs,  cows and ravens by applying chapatti-roti,  ghee and sweet for
permanent growth and profit in business.

Other Astrology Remedies by Acharya V Shastri or you can say always have a
astrologer near me.
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Took 7 fresh green chilies with a lemon in a black thread and hang them in a
frame. Put it in such a way that the eye of the visitors should be seen. After the
chillies have dried, take them off on a new Saturday. This destroys negative
energy  coming  to  the  shop  and  the  workplace,  thereby  protecting  your
business from further losses. contact for consultant with Genuine Astrologer with expert of

future predictions for his clientele.

The challenge of raising the business is in front of everyone, which we are also
facing firmly. For this, some of the simplest measures mentioned above can
prove to  be effective.  If  you want  to  get  any other  astrology consultation,
register here and get consultation with horoscope analysis from a best famous
astrologer in Dwarka and Gurgoan (Delhi-NCR). You can also check the reviews
of Acharya Ji – Best Astrologer in Dwarka.

For more information related to Astrology and Vastu contact Best Famous
Celebrity Astrologer and Vastu Consultants in Dwarka, Gurgaon and Delhi

NCR, Acharya V Shastri: + 91-9205722942
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